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A COMPARISON OF THE SEDIMENTATION DIAl"VIETER AND THE 

SIEVE DIAMETER FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF NATURAL SANDS 

ABSTRACT 

Introduction 

Sand, silt, and gravel, together classed as 

sediment by the hydraulic engineer, present problems 

of vital importance in projects for irrigation, navi

gation, soil conservation, flood control, and water 

power development. High costs of maintenance, loss 

of efficiency, and often complete destruction of im

portant engineering works have been experienced due 

to filling of reservoirs by sediment, filling or scour

ing in navigation and irrigation channels, and erosion 

and gullying on arable lands. These problems have re

ceived considerable study both in the field and 

laboratory, offering a very active field at the present 

time; but progress remains -insignificant in comparison 

to the problems. 

Most of the research in this field is still 

in the stage of development of satisfactory equipment 

and techniques for the measurement of the sediment 

load in streams. The next stage is improvement in 

the methods of analyzing sediment samples. 



Nearly all studies of coarse sediments, 

particles larger than about 1/16 millimeters in dismete~ 

are made on the basis of the sieve analysis, since this 

is the moat convenient and reproducible procedure avail

able. It is generally recognized, however, that the 

fundamental property governing the motion of a sedi

ment particle in a fluid is not its size, but its 

settling velocity, a function of its volume, shape, 

density, and the properties of the fluid. The es

tablished equation for the vertical distribution of 

sediment in a stream involves the mean settling velocitJ 

as the parameter describing the particles. It has 

been a cormnon practice to use the mean sieve diameter 

in computing this mean settling velocity. The purpose 

of this study is to show the magnitude of error involvec 

in this procedure and to present a practical method of 

estimating the mean fall velocity with greater accuracy. 

A recent standardization of terms by a 

special subcommittee on sediment terminology of the 

Stream Dynamics Committee of the American Geophysical 

Union defines three distinct diameters of a particle 

as follows: 

Sieve diameter The size of sieve opening throug}: 
which the given particle will 
just pass. 

Nominal diameter -- The diameter of a sphere of 
the same volume as the given 
narticle. 



Sedimentation diameter -- The diameter of a sphere 
of the same specific gravity and 
the same terminal uniform 
settling velocity as the given 
particle in the same sedimen
tation fluid. 

A comparison of the sedimentation diameter and the sieve 

diameter for various sands, including graphs of these 

two diameters plotted against each other for various 

types of sands, will accomplish the purpose of this 

study. Thus the problem to be answered in this report 

may be stated as follows: How do the sieve diameter 

and the sedimentation diameter vary in different sizes 

and types of sands? 

Materials and procedure 

Ten different sands from a wide variety of 

sources were used in this study to assure a wide range 

of 1;>article shapes. The sieve analysis of each sand 

was made using screen numbers 10 to 100 (Tyler Standard 

Screen Scale) for a 15 minute period in a Rotap Shaker. 

The cumulative sieve analysis curve for each sand is 

shown in the Appendix. 

Minute samples of 50 random particles were 

split out of the sieve fractions for individual fall 

velocity measure~ents using a settling tube and stop

watch. The mean settling velocity in water, and the 

standard deviation from the mean, were computed from 



the values obtained for the 50 random particles. The 

water temperature was recorded for each series of ve

locity measurements. A specific gravity determination 

was made on each sieve fraction. 

Assuming the mean nominal die.meter equal to 

the mean sieve diameter, all data necessary for the 

determination of the mean sedimentation diameter of 

each sieve fraction was then available. This graphical 

determination is presented in detail in the thesis. 

The cumulative distribution curve of sedimentation 

diameters is plotted on the same graph as the sieve 

analysis for comparison. 

Magnified photographs of the sieve fractions 

are presented to show the particle shapes involved • 

.Analysis of data 

In comparing the two distribution curves 

{sieve analysis and hydraulic analysis), it was first 

noted that the sieve diameter was always larger than 

the sedimentation diameter. The average sieve diameter 

at the geometric mean size was 23.7% larger than the 

sedimentation diameter for the ten sands. The indi

vidual differences varied from 14.4% for the highly 

spherical dune sand studied to 39.0% for the angular 

talus debris studied. 



An important characteristic noted in the 

comparison of the two analysis curves was the wider 

dev~ation of the two values in the coarser range. 

The ratio of the sedimentation diameter to the sieve 

diameter was seen to decrease consistently from nearly 

unity at the 100 mesh size (0.161 millimeters average) 

to about 0.50 at the 8 mesh size (2.844 millimeters 

average). 

The sedimentation diameter is plotted both 

arithmetically and logarithmically against the sieve 

diameter. In both cases a family of curves is obtained, 

each curve representing a particular sand. These curves 

show the relative importance of size and shape in de

termining the sedimentation diameter. The most angular 

sand studied gave sedimentation diameters 10% to 20% 

smaller than the sedimentation diameters for the corres

ponding sieve fractions of the most spherical sands 

studied. Over most of the range studied, a size in

crease of 20% effected the same difference in sedimen

tation diameter as a shape change from the least spheri

cal to the most spherical of the sands studied. 

A procedure is presented for using the graphs 

in estimating the mean sedimentation diameter and fall 

velocity of a sand when the mean sieve diameter and the 

degree of sphericity relative to the sands of this study 

are known. 



Conclusions 

A detailed comparison of the sedimentation 

diameter and the sieve diameter for the range of sedi

ment particle sizes 0.15 to 1.65 millimeters (10 to 100 

meshes to the inch, Tyler Standard Screen Scale) and 

for particle shapes ranging from a highly spherical 

dune sand to a highly angular talus debris sand has 

been completed in this study. A procedure for esti

mating the mean sedimentation diameter and the 

corresponding fall velocity in water at any temperature 

is included. 

General conclusions of the study can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The family of sedimentation diameter 

versus sieve diameter curves for sands is 

as-ymptotic to the line on which these values are 

equal, in the direction of the origin. For 

practical purposes the difference between the 

two values becomes negligible for all sands at 

about 0.05 millimeters. This confirms this value 

as the diameter of the coarsest particle for which 

the fall velocity in water at normal temperature 

can be calculated by Stokes equation (based on 

viscous resistance only). 



2. The ratio of the sedimentation diameter 

decreases consistently in all sands from practical~ 

unity at sieve diameter values of 0.05 millimeters 

to about .0.50 at sieve diameter values of 2.84 

millimeters (the average for the 6 to 8 mesh 

fraction, Tyler Standard Screen Scale). 

3. The sedimentation diameter values for 

the most angular sand studied (talus debris) varied 

from 10% to 20% smaller then the sedimentation 

diameter values of the most spherical of the dune 

and river bed sands of corresponding sieve 

fractions. 
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Chapter I 

llffHODUCTION 

Sand ., silt., and gravel , together classed as 

sediment by the hydra.ullo engineer ., present problems of 

vital importance in projects for irrigation., nav~gation, 

soil conservation, flood control., and water power 

development . High costs of maintenance, loss of 

efficiency., and often complete destruction of important 

engineering works have been experienced due to filling 

of reservoirs by sediment., fi,111:ng or seouring in 

navigation nd irrigation c:as-'.nnels, and erosion an.d 
I 

gullying on arable lands . These problems have received 

considerable study both 1n. the f~elcl. and laboratory, 

offering a very actlve field at the present time; bu.t 

progress remains insignificant in comparison to the 

problems , An addi tionnl alat'nling feature of the sedi

ment problems is th t t hey may be expected to become 

even more serious in the future in view of the extensive 

industrial , commercial, and public service development 

of streams accomplished in recent years., A great deal 

of fundamental study remains hefor~ .hydraulic engineers 

can hope to predict satisfactorily the behavior of 

sediments in order to control t hem .• 



,' .. 

Most of the research in this field is still 

in the stage of development of satisfactory equipment 

end techniques for the measurement of the sediment load 

1n streams . The next stage is improvement in the methode 

of analyzing sediment samples . It is generally recog

nized that the fundamental property governing the motion 

of a sediment particle in a fluid 1s not its size, but 

its settlin velocity, a function of its volume , shape., 

density, , a.nd the prope~ties of the fluid . Yet nearly 

all studies of coarse sediments, p rticlee larger th n 

bout l/16 milliJlleter 1n diemeter. are made on the basis 

of the sieve analysis since this ia the most convenient 

and reproducible procedure available . This thesis is a 

study of the shape factor ignored in this procedure . 

A recent standardization of terms by a special 

subcommittee on sediment terminology of the Stream 

Dynamics Committee of the Amerio n Geophysic l Union (l} 

defines three distinct diameters of a particle as 

follows: 

Sieve diameter - - The size of sieve opening through 
which the given particle will 
just pass . 

Nominal die:meter -- The diameter of a sphere of the 
same volume as the given particle . 

Sedimentation diameter - - The diameter of a sphere 
of the same apeo1f1c gravity and 
the same terminal uniform set-
tli velocity as the given parti
cle in the seme sedimentation 
!'lu1d. 



The value of the sedimentation diameter lies in the 

fact that it is a me sure of the settling velocity b t 

does not entail specific tion of (l} a certain fluid 

temperature (fixi a particular viscosity and density) 

d (2) certain particle den ty. ~tated more 

signif. cantly, this means tb.ot for a given p rticle 

volume, the sedimentation dis.meter is a function of 

he particle sh pe lone. A comp rison of the sedimen

tation diameter and the sieve diameter for various sands 

is needed. 

The problem 

The problem to be answered in this report 

mny be st ted as follo si How do the sieve diameter 

nd the sedimentation diameter vary in different sizes 

and types of sands? In analysis of the problem, the 

follovdn questions ar•iae: 

1. How can the distribution curve of sedimen

tation diameters be determined for the sands to 

be studied? 

2. What is then ture of the resistance 

curves (dr g coe.f.fici nt versus Reynolds nmnber) 

for various sands? 

3. To hat extent does this report support 

the studies sho ing that the sphericity of sand 

particles generally increases 1th size? 



4. What is the n ture of the curves of sedl• 

mentat1on diameter versus sieve dismeter for various 

sands? 

5 . How does the ratio of the sedimentation 

diemeter to the sieve diameter vary s the sieve 

diameter 1ncreasea7 

• Wh t difference in sediment tion d1runeter 

may be expected for the same s1eve fraction of 

se.nd of dlfferent degrees of spher1c1ty? 

The study 111 be limited to s.ands of sieve 

d19.IIletex- corresponding generally to sieves 10 to 100 

meshes to the 1nch (Tyler tandard Screen Scale) , These 

screens have openings from 1.651 to 0.14? millimeters 

in diemet r. This range includes the fine, medium, 

and coarse sands as defined in the terminology report 

referred to earlier ( l) . The p rt1cle shapes to be 

studied will range from a highly angular talus debris 

sand to a highly sph r1cal dune sand. Ten sands from 

as widely varying souroes as possible will be sampled 

for this study. 



Chapter II 

REVIE~ OF LITERATURE 

. ..--,\ 
~ 

The metallur-gi c 1 engineers concerned with ore

dressing problems were among the first to be concerned 

with the problem ·of relo.ting the sieve size and fall 

velocity of mineral particles in water. ichards (3 ), 

in 1908 , made an extensive experimental study of the 

settling velocities of crushed quartz and,galena grains 

of O l arge number of sieve fractions ( average diameters 

of 0.32 to 11 . 93 millimeters). This investigator found 

that the "friction factor" inn ittenger's formula." 

(proportional. to the drag coefficient of the dr g force 

equation} was practically constant for gr ains l ar ger 

than 1 .• 55 millimeters in diameter . The diff erence 

between this factor for the quartz and the galena. grains 

was attributed solely to the differences in the specific 

gravities of the minerals . The possibility of a shape 

factor difference was entirely overlooked in this early 

investigation. 

Rubey ( 5 ), using Ri chards ' data~ developed a 

formula in 1933 which followe.d these results reasonably 

well . This formula was essentially a superposition of 



Stokes equation, applic ble to the purely viscous range, 

end the drag force equ tion for the "imp ct range" 

{referring to the range ~n which the dr g coefficient 

is r ct1cally independent of the viscous forces) . 

This was claimed to be a general formula for grovel, 

sand , and silt p rticles . Thu even t this late date 

the importance of the shape factor was not realized . 

Among tha fir3t to emphasize the :tmportance 

of the shape factor 

(9:52- 54) , in 1934 . 

&s a uosian inveotigator, Zegrzda 

Zegrzda plotted original experi-

mental d ta, and othe data va lable, in the drag 

coefficient versus Reynolds number graph. He divided 

the b nd of experimental points into three stages - 

the "streamline stage 11 ( Stokes range), the intermediate 

stage, and the "turbulent stage" (drag coefficient 

essentially constant). The intermediate stage is 

further divided into two r es in which different 

empiric 1 relations seemed to hold . Empirical formulas 

r lating the dr g coefficient d the eynold. number 

for the two curves imiting the spread of the xperi

mental points are presented for each limited range . 

The solution for the true fall velocity, using these 

formulas, involve a tedious trial and error process . 

Their practical v lue is questionable. An additional 

weakness of this resentation lies in the f ct th t the 
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sands studied are not shown or described sufficiently 

to ive 

involved. 

picture of the relative degrees of sphericity 

Wadell {7), defined the tr,le sphericity as 

tho ratio of the surface of a sphere of th same volume 

as the particle to the actu l surf ce area of the 

particle . He naly3e the experimental dat on ex

tremely thin steel disks (sphericity values of 0.12 

mid 0 .22) and shows graphically the wide spread bet eon 

the resistanc curv s for these disks and th t for 

spheres, even in Stoke rang . ~adell was the first 

to sho that elim1n tion of the nominal ~iameter be-

teen reynolds number 

= 

and the drag coefficient, 
pf ¼ d., 

_£t-,L(P:s -~) q cJ,, 
3 v.;,. ff 

yields a series of lines, 

(1) 

(2) 

Co/R = 4 (ps -f-¥) 9 rt 
~ (l,_V,:j 

or log G = log R + log C:.!0 

Cf'_;; f'-~ ~ t' J ( 3) 
f 0 

on the logsrithmic CD versus t graph, each of hich 

represents a partic lar t rmina.l uniform settling 

velocity (v0 ) tn t.he same fluid . He was also the first 

to suggest the definition of sed imentation diameter 

as now accepted. His excellent theoretical study is 

of little practical value to the "sediment engineers", 

however, since the sphericities of n tural particles 



a.re much greater then those of the disks in the studies 

alyzed. 

Heywood (6 : 7-28 , 40-47), in a. detailed study 

of particle sh pe and fall velocity, considers 

constant, k, defined ns follows: 

k ~ volume o~~part1cle 

volume 

where dis defined as the diameter of circle of area 

equal to the projected area of the particle when placed 

in its most stable position. The volume constant, k , 

varies from 71' /6 for a sphere to values of' less than 

0.1. Heywood presents a graphical procedure for de

termining the fall velocity for different v lues of k. 

This is the most practical p ocedure available f or 

estimating the fall velocity w1 th consideration fo.r 

particle shape . However, the estimation of the shape 

factor k is very indefinite . 

A study of the resistance curves for definite 

sands, pictured 1n enlarged photographs, is the 

straightforward approach needed to this problem . A 

comparison of corresponding sediment tion and sieve 

diameters for sands thus studied seems the best method 

of presenting the results f or practical use . 
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Chapter I.CI 

MATERIALS A P OGEDURE 

The sands used in this study were collected 

from a variety of sources in order to assure a wide 

range of shapes. Table l lists the sands and their 

sources . The cumulative sieve analysis curve for each 

of these sands is shown in Appendix B to ether 1th the 

hydraulic analysis curve. 

Ne sieves of the Tyler Standard Screen Scale 

·1ere used in Ro-tap Shaker for this study. Tyler 

Numbers 10, 14, 20, 28, 35, 48, 60 , 5, 80, and 100 were 

used, with some exceptions (Appendix A) . Material 

coarser than the coarsest fraction to be obtained was 

first removed from the oven dried and air-cooled raw 

sample. Five hundred grams were quartered out for the 

analysis . The shaking time sed w s 15 minutes . E ch 

sieve fraction was welgh.ed, and those greater than 10 

grams ere kept in separate containers for the settling 

velocity analysis . 

Minute s mnples of 50 random particles to be 

used for individual fall velocity measurements ere 

prepared for the sieve fractions with the aid of a 
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microsplit constructed in accordance with the specifi

cations set forth by Otto ( 2 ). Each particle as timed 

tbrou ha f 11 of 50 centimeters in a glass settling 

tube full of water. The diameter of the settling tube 

as 5 . 08 centimeters, giving ra i os of p rttcle diame

ters to boundary idth leas than 0 .06 in all cases. 

Th s this study involves no ppreciable boundary inf'lu

ence on the settli velocities . 

In all cases th~ pQrticle fell about 25 centi-

meters throu the ater before the timed interval 

started to insure the establishment of the t rminal 

uniform ·settling velocity and to avoid effects of the 

air water interface. A stop watch with a ten-second 

sweep ave readings to 0.01 second in these velocity 

measurements. The temperature of the water in the 

center of the tube halfway down the timed settling 

distance as recorded at the beginning and end of each 

group of measurements . These temperature recordings 

ere averaged for the purpose of the comput tions . No 

series of measurements were sed when the two tempera

ture recordings differed by more than 1.0° Fahrenheit . 

The temperature just outside the tube was also kept 

ithin 1 . 0° Fahrenheit to insure that the transverse 

,: t ·•::\. viscosity pattern in the tube as sufficiently plane 

to insure the desired accuracy. 



The average settling velocity of each sieve 

fr ction a.s comp. ted from the v lues obta ned for the 

50 random particles . The standard devi tion of the 

fall veloeit1ee from the mean was also computed for 

each sieve fraction. 

To determine the particle deneity of the 

fr ction, about 25 cubic centimeters of a fraction wore 

u.sed. This w s poured tnto a tared 100 milliliter 

volumetric flask . The flask plus the oven dried aronple 

was we1ghed to the nearest milligram on the analytical 

balance The flaak was then filled i th mte:r , stopped, 

and inverted several times . The f'l k was left standi ng 

approxim tely 10 minutes before g1tat1ng severely to 

insure the ~scap of all minute air bubbles. The me-

. niscus was then adjus,ted exactly to the mark w1 th the 

aid of an eye dropper. The flask was we1 bed again on 

the bale.nee with its aand and water content, Finally, 

the tempernture of the water at the time of eighing 

was recorded to the nearest 0 .1° Fahrenheit. 

The steps in the eompu.te.tion of the particle 

density are outlined: 

l. The eight of the water added to the 

volumetric flask was converted to volume by divid• 

ing by the water density as det rmined from a 

temperature-density curve. 
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repre~ent a constant velocity, the intersection of such 

lines, drawn tm:ough the experimental points (R~ Cn), 

with the curva for splieres gives R0 and O values 
0 

corresponding to the mea.n sedimentation diameters of 

the sieve fractions . The ratio O / On l ill then be the 
0 

ratio of the sedimonts.tioo diameter to the sieve diame-

ter for th'3 sieve fraction , from which the sedimentation 

diameter is easily obtained. 

rrhe cumulative distribution curve of sedimen

tation diameters (Appendix B) was constructed by plot

ting the average cumulative percentage values of the 

sieve fractions against the mean sedimentation diameters 

of the fractions e.s determined. 

The magnified photographs of the sieve fre.c

tions (Appendix C) •,ere taken with side lighting 

adjust•ed to show tbe surface detail of the particles 

as well as possible . A re rettable 20% los.s of detail 

was inourred 1n the printing of the sheets as shown. 



2 . The solid voltnne of the particles was 

determined by the volume of the water added from 

the volmae of the r 1 sk. 

3. The density of the particles was deter

mined by dividing the eight of the saople by the 

solid volume as datel""'mined in step 2. 

:18 

The reason for p-resenting this simple pro

cedlll'e in such detail is that the values obtained differ 

from those usually assumecl in the following respects: 

1 , The density val es obtained w re generally 

considerably ess than th t of quartz (2 . 65 grams 

per cubic centimeter), averaging about 2. 60 grruns 

per cubic centimeter. 

2. The difference between the particle 

densities of the different fractions of a given 

sand as often of appreciable magnitude (Appendix A). 

Using the average sieve diameter (d ), and the 

average velocity (v
0

), the mean Reynolds number {R) and 

drag coefficient (CD) ~ere computed for each sieve 

fraction as follows: 

R = ( 4 ) 

~ L ff
- 4 -~ ( 5 ) 

These points (R, On) ,ore plotted on the logar1tl:nni c R 

versu CD graph tog ther with the establish d curve for 

spheres. Since lines of + l slope on this raph 



Chapter IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

0 

The experimental data are presented in Appendix 

A.. Using these de.ta., the mean Reynolds number (R) and 

drag coef:ficient (On) were determined for ea.ch sieve 

fraction on which the hydraulic .analysis was made . The 

values obtained are shown in the third and fourth columns 

of Table 2. In Figure l these H and OD values are 

plotted together with the curve for spheres. 

Dimensional a.n~lysis of the drag on immersed 

bodies yields the three par.ameters --- Reynolds number,. 

drag coefficient; and shape,. Thus the drag coefficient 

is a function of Reynolds number and shape: 

Cn = ¢ ( R • shape ) ( 6 ) 

With the CD versus R curve for perfect spheres es

tablished from n wealth of experimental data , it follo 8 

that all bodies with less hydraulic shape efficiency 

than pe:rfect spheres will yield points falling above 

this curve,.. vnly bodies of greater shape efficiency 

than spheres., tho.tis , streamlined bodies., will yield 

points below the curve.. Figure 1 shows that all of the 

experimental points of this study fall above the curve, 

with the exception of several points to the left of R ~ 6. 











It ia not inconceivable that these oould repx•esent 

streamlined sand particles, bu.t examination of the 

:ma nif.ied photographs of' Appendlx O rules out this 

poasibil1ty. The d.1screpanc.y must be a.s,cr;J.bed to 

experiment l error. 

25 

Curves repros~nting eonsts.nt geiometrio shapes 

on the 01) versus graph are kn.own a.s res i stance curves . 

5trietly speaking, a natural sand eannot yield. a. 

resistance curve s1n·ee a.t ba.s been sho'kn (8) that the 

larger particles of a aand generally exhibit reater 

spher1c.1.t:r than the smaller pe.rtio.1es. The mngnlfied 

photographs of the sands used in this study {Appendix 0) 

support this general oonolusion, Curves A and B of 

Figure l will be ref err$d to as res1.atanee e1lrves for the 

particular sands :represented aa distinguished from 

resis,tence curves for o·onstant geomet.rie shapes. 

The resistanee ourva for the least spherical 

of the sands studied. (talus debris , Ssmpl,e 3) w·as 

expected to lie fe.rtheet e.bove the curve .for spheres, 

Curve A (li"1g'1.lre l) joins the po,ints rep.res~nt1ng the 

fract1o:ns of thi.s &and and falls above the other po1nta . 

The points representing the dune sand (Sample 8 ) with 

particl es nearl y spher1oal in shape {Appendix C) fall 

generally b~low the others. The paucity of size. 

fraot1on.s available in this sand renders construction ot 





a. resistanc curve indefinite. Unfortunately, this 

applies to moat of the sands studied, .which explains the 

drawing of only two of the ten resistance curves . Curve 

B represents a river bed sand (8ample 6) . The experi

mental points establishing this curve fall npproxime.tely 

in the center of the spread of the points representing 

the several river bed sands studied., and can be con

sidered typical of these . · 

The flattening of the resistance curves at a 

nominal diameter (dn) value of about 1.5 m1llimet,ers 

indicates that thi is near the size where viseous 

effects become secondary and the drag coefficient be

comes independent of Reynolds number for natural 

particles. or spheres this does not occur until the 

d1ameter is about 5 millimeters . 

The lines of constant nominal diameter (<1n) 

in Fi re l are shown in order to eva.lu.ate the assmnpt1on 

that the sieve diameter and nominal diameter are equal . 

1his assumption was necessary in this study since no 

practical method is known for measuring the true nominal 

diameter of sand i; rticlee • 'J.'he scatter of the experi• 

mental points about these lines is due principally to 

the deficiency of this assumption- Differences in 

particle densities and fluid properties cause some 

secondary scatter. An average of the particle densities 
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and the fluid properties determined in the experiments 

as used to establiah the lines of con$tant nominal 

diameter. 

The points are seen to scatter more in the 

smaller sizes . The scatter is a function of sphericicy 

since only spheres would have equal nominal end sieve 

diameters . Thus the decreasin scatter in the larger 

sizes supports the obser,,vation that the larger sizes 

tend to be more spb9r1cal . 

The procedure for the graphical determination 

of the sedimentation dis.meter (d0 ), using Figure l, ha 

been outlined earlier in this report ,. The values ob

tained are shown in the last column of T ble 2, The 

table 1s arranged by mean sieve diameters (aver ges of 

the two openings limiting the fraction) to facilitate 

comparison of' the sedimentation diameters for the 

different sands. 

The two etllflulative distribution curves from 

the mechanical an lys1s and the hydraulic analysis of 

each sand are presente in Appendix B. In compar ing 

the two distribution curves, it is first noted that the 

sieve diameter (d) is always larger than the sedimen~ 

t tion diameter (d
0

). An important oharacteristio noted 

is the wider deviation of the to v l ues in the co rser 

range. In the sixth column of Table 2 the ratio d0 / d is 
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seen to decrease consistently from ne rly unity at the 

100 mesh size (0.161 millimeters average) to about 0 . 50 

e.t the 8 mesh size ( 2 .844 millimeters verage). This 

consistent decrease i n- the d0 /d ratio is seen graphically 

1n Figure 2. 

Figure 2 shows the relative importance of size 

and shape in determining the fall velocity, thet is, 

sedimentation diameter of natur 1 sands. It is seen 

that the most angular sand (te.lus debris, Srunple 3} 

gave sedimentation diameters 10'76 to 20% smaller than 

the sedimentation diameters of the most spherical sands 

studied. Looking into the d te. of Appendix A, it is 

seen that this corresponds to a 20~ to 50% reduction 

in fall velocity. Over most of the range studied it 

is apparent that a size increase of approxL~ately 20% 

wold eff ct the same difference in sedimentation 

d1a.."neter and fall velocity e.s a shape change from the 

lea.at spherical to the most spheric l of the sands 

studied. 

Figure 2 also shows that the d0 versus d 

curves are asymptotic to the line of d
0 

= d 1n the 

direction of the origin. For vractical purposes, the 

difference between the two v lues beco?I1ea negligible 

for all sands at about d = 0.05 millimeterv. This 1s 

about the upper limit of Stokes r nge where viscous 









The experimental error appear uffioiently small for 

the purpose of this detailed comparison of the two 

diameters·. 

The procedure for using this data in estimating 

the mean sedimentation diameter and fall velocity of a 

aand when the mean sieve diameter and the de ee of 

spher1c1ty relat1v to the sands of this study are known 

1111 be briefly outlined- Either Figure 2 or 3 oan be 

used in e t1mating the mean sedimentation diameter. The 

position of the d0 versus d ourve for the particular 

sand must be estimated from the eurves and d ta shown. 

Comparison of the photographs of Appendix C should help 

in this stimation. If the particle den&ity 1s pr oti~ 

cally that or quartz , the mean fall veloqity in cent!~ 

eters per second for any temperature can be obtained 

with the estimated sedimentation diameter and available 

curves (6:41) for the terminal fall velocity of quart z 

spheres in ,1ater. 

If the pa.rt1ele density differs appreciably 

~rorn: that or quartz, Figure l must be used. When the 

nd R • 

are oombined to elimin te v0 , the result, 

I 
, #fi#-)9cl,.J 1 ~rd,,~ 1 B r 

en = 4 s R~ /AL = R~AIJ.- ;J.. = R.. -,r tJ- ,;.z 
or log CD .. ... 2 log + log ( .:: µz.. ) ( 8) 
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1s the equ tion of the lines of constant nomin l die.meter 

or constant reslste.nce force. The intercept term on the 

1ght 1s ,calculated using the correct value of particle 

density (~ ) and aaauming the mean sieve diameter (d) 

qual to the mean nominal diameter (d0 ). The pos1t1on 

ot the resi te.nc,e curve for the particular. sand is 

est i mated from the curves. and data shown. Tbe inter ... 

section of the line of c,onstsnt resistance f'oree w1. th 

the reaistance curve yields Rand CD values, from either 

of which the termi nal uniform settling velocity {v
0

) is 

determined. A s,uperimposed scale of constant res1~te.nce 

force lines. on the Cl) versus R graph• a, presented by 

Rou (4, Fig. 125.) 1 . of consider ble assistance 1n 

thi problem. 



Chapter V 

CONCLUSIONS 

A detailed co~ r on of these imentation 

diamete ( d0 ) an the eve diameter (d} for the range 

of sediment po.rticle sizes 0.15 to 1,6 millimeters 

(10 to 100 mesh6s to the inch, Tyler ~tandard Screen 

~c le) nd for p rticle shapes r in from a highly 

spherical dune san o a highly angul rt lus debr s 

sample has been completed in thi stud. rocedure 

fore t ting the m n se imenta.tion diam ter e11d the 

corr spend ng f 11 velocity in , ater at any temperature 

is included. 

The g neral conclusions of the study can be 

SUl:llllarized as follows: 

1. The f mily of resists.nee curves for sands 

of different aver g degrees of sphericity are 

asymptotic to the resistance ou.rve for spheres in 

the direction of deer asin R ynold number (R). 

The di~ference betwe n the t 10 curv s apparently 

become ne ligible ~hen Stok s range is reached 

(about R = 0.1). The flatteni of the curves at 

nominal d runeter of abo t 1.5 millimeters 

indic tes th t th.ls is about the size a t which 

r:: 
\ ,' 
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viscou effects become secondary f;nd the drag 

coefficient becones . ndep n ent of Reynolds number 

for the sh pe rang·e cf natural s a.nds. 

2 . The point s plotted on the C versus R 

gr ph, assum ng the sieve diameter pract i cal ly 

equal to the nominal iar.10 er , scatter l e ss from 

the lines of th ssumed nominal dim:eters as the 

nom nal diameters i ncrease. Snee tne sc tter 1 e 

primari ly a function of tne sph ricity of the 

partioles~ this study oonfirms the investigations 

of others showing th t th~ spheric ty of sand 

p articl es gener lly increases with size. Exami

n tion of the magnified photogr phs of Appendix C 

also confirms this observation. 

3 . The frunily of d
0 

versus d curves for 

sands is as ptotic to the d0 = line in the 

diroction of the origin. For practical purposes 

the difference between the two values becomes 

negl igible f or all sands at about d :: 0 . 05 m1111-

:m.eters . Tb.is confirms this val 1e as the diameter 

of the coarsest particl e for whi ch the fall 

velocity 1n water at normal temperatures can be 

calculated by Stokes equ t1on (based on viscoua 

resistance only) . 

4,. The d0 /d ratio decreases consistently 

in all s onde from practically unity at d = 0.05 



millimeter to about o.so t d = 2 , 84 millimeters 

(the averaged for the 

Standard Screen Se le). 

to 8 mesh fraction; Tyl er 

5 . The do values for the most angular s nd 

studied (talus debris , Sample 3) varied from 10% 

to 20% smaller than the do valuee of the corre

spondin fraction of the most spherical of the 

d,me end river bed sands studied. 
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Drag 

G 

DEFINITIONS 

coefficient . -- The coeffi ~ient 'in the dr . force 
equation (F ::: CDA ~ ) expressing the rela.ti ve 
resistance of bodies of the same cross
sectional area under the same flow conditions . 

Gravel . - - The el s.es name for sediment of nominal diame
ters varying from 2 to 64 millimeters . 

Nominal diameter.-- The d erector or a sphcro of the 
same volume as the given particle . 

Resistance curve .-- A line of points on the Reynolds 
number versus drag coefficient graph repre
senting bod5.es of constant eometric shape .• 

Reynolds number ~- - The ratio of the inertia for ces to 
the viscous for ces cting on the particular 
body in the particular fluid . 

Sand. -- The class n o.JDe or sediment of' nominal di
ameters varying from o.062 to 2 . 000 millimeters. 

Sediment, -~ Fragmental material transported by suspended 
in, or deposited by water or air, or accumu ... 
lated in beds by ot her natural agents . Float
ing organi c mat eri .1 and i ce are not included, 

Sedimentation diQD'leter , - - The diameter of a 
the same terminal uniform. aettlin 
as the given particle in the arune 
f luid, 

sphere of 
v0locity 

sediment at icn 

Sieve diameter . -- The size of opening thr ough whi ch 
the given par ticle will just pas s , 

Silt . -- The clas s name f or sod.lment of nominal diame
ters var lng from 0 . 004 to 0.062 millimeters ,. 

Sphericity .-- The ratio of a. sphere of the same volume 
as the particle to the actual surface area 
of the p ,...t i cle. 



Stokes equation. -- The thcoreticall developed ex
pression fox the t rminal f 11 velocity of 
a spher whose fall i depe~d~~} so}ely upon 
viscous effect • (v = 

1
~ ( $ ~ 9 d ), 

• 
' 

Stokes range . -- The range of eynolds number (all v lues 
up to abo t O.l) for which Stokes e uation 
is tn . rt>.ement 1th experimented dnte.. 
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A :: 
= 

Cv = 
= 

d ;; 

NOTATION 

nomi~al cro a sectional area of 
7f dn /4 

~/~g <?~~~f ~ i ,:1t = 
Vo ff 

sieve diameter 

dn = nominal d a.meter 

d
0 

= sedimen·i;ation dieraeter 

F = 
= 

fo c e o~ the particle . ! du ( fr. -~ ) g - CvA 

g = aceleration of gravity -- 981 centimeters per second 

f = dynrunic viscosity of the fluid 

he particle 

J = _f,'_ = .. .dncm tic 

= J l{ d., = oynol d 
f 

viscosity of' the fl id 

number 

Ps = solid den .:. ty of the particl 

(1.. = density of the flui d 

v0 = termin 1 uniro:rm fall vel ocity 
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